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Gut Microbiota Research in Bipolar Disorder and Possible Implications for Precision Psychiatry: A Systematic Review
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Abstract: Bipolar disorder (BD) is a highly disabling condition with a chronic and relapsing nature. Despite the substantial socioeconomic burden associated with BD, there are still significant research gaps in risk stratification, diagnostic accuracy, and treatment selection, all key components of precision psychiatry. One possible strategy to increase the validity of precision psychiatry approaches in BD is to increase our knowledge of disorder-associated gut microbiota perturbations. To this end, we systematically reviewed the evidence on gut microbiota alterations in relation to precision psychiatry approaches on BD. We performed a systematic review on PubMed/MEDLINE and Web of Science to identify original articles investigating the possible clinical applications of microbiota analyses for pragmatic precision psychiatry in BD. A pearl growing strategy was employed to enlarge the scope of this review. The primary search strategy yielded one paper and an additional one was identified through reference tracking. The included studies were observational, with one study of good quality. The identified results justify the efforts devolved in this area of research and underscore the need to expand these investigations through additional larger and properly designed studies.
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1. Introduction

Bipolar disorder (BD) is a complex and clinically heterogeneous disorder associated with a significant morbidity and disability burden. Globally, it has been estimated that BD may account for 9.9 million disability-adjusted life years (DALY), corresponding to 0.4% of total DALYs and 1.3% of years lost due to a disability (YLD) [1]. BD is in itself a well-recognized risk factor for suicide [2,3], and its association with an excess mortality associated with cancer and cardiovascular disorders is increasingly evident [3–5]. Affected individuals have, on average, a life expectancy 20 years shorter than the general population [6]. Despite the high costs in terms of individual suffering and socioeconomic impact [7,8], there are still numerous unmet needs in risk stratification, diagnostic accuracy, and treatment selection, all key components of precision psychiatry [9,10]. Precision psychiatry postulates that diagnosis and treatment selection could be made based on knowledge of the phenotypic and biological characteristics of any given individual affected by a mental disorder. A broad range of different interventions has been proven effective in improving BD symptoms [11], with pharmacotherapy representing an important component. The landmark study Systematic Treatment Enhancement Program for Bipolar Disorder (STEP-BD) provided invaluable data regarding illness course, treatments and assessment models for this heterogeneous disorder [12]. Bipolar depression has a prominent role in the course
of illness and in causing disability as it may occur at twice the rate observed for hypomania, manic or mixed episodes [12]. BD severity is closely linked to its chronicity, with 60% to 80% of relapses occurring in the two years following an antecedent episode, either depressive or manic [13]. The relative paucity of efficacious treatment modalities available for bipolar depression further complicates its management [14]. Diagnosing BD may be difficult, even for mental health specialists. Patients often receive an alternative diagnosis, frequently unipolar depression, substance abuse disorder or schizophrenia spectrum disorder depending on the most significant symptoms present at the time of the evaluation [15]. According to recent estimates [15], the average diagnostic delay ranges from 15 to 20 years for BD. Even when BD is appropriately identified, the choice for a particular pharmacological agent is typically based on a trial-and-error approach, as is often the case for mental health disorders in general [16]. Arguably, this factor may lead to further prolongation of the time required to achieve an adequate symptomatic amelioration. Taken together, these factors further underscore the need to develop more accurate risk stratification models, as well as reliable algorithms for treatment selection and optimization of currently available treatments to increase effectiveness and decrease safety risks [17]. This is indeed the core mission of precision psychiatry [18,19]. Psychiatry is personalized in that it relies deeply on descriptive psychopathology and phenomenology, but it remains imprecise since the integration of biological data with detailed clinical information to increase the accuracy of prediction is still in its infancy. However, it is conceivable that the brain-gut-microbial axis may represent a novel avenue for the personalization of treatment in mental health disorders [20]. Evidence deriving from preclinical data increasingly suggests that gut microbiota perturbations might contribute to pathophysiological mechanisms for mental disorders. A fecal microbiota transplant from affected human individuals to germ-free mice was associated with the development of the pathological phenotype observed in the mice model for various psychiatric and neurological conditions [21–23]. Remarkably, the transplant from healthy human donors did not result in the same changes [21], and may instead thereafter attenuate some of the induced anomalies through such paradigm [22]. With this review, we aimed to analyze the current evidence regarding possible applications of gut microbiota analyses for precision psychiatry in the treatment of BD.

2. Materials and Methods

We performed a systematic review on PubMed/MEDLINE and Web of Science using the following search string: "(precision psychiatry) AND (microbiota OR microbiome) AND (bipolar disorder OR BD)". The last search was performed on the 15 February 2022. A PRISMA flowchart describes the screening procedure for the retrieved records (Figure 1). Two authors (MM and PP) independently evaluated the obtained records and selected the papers for this review. Any cases of discrepancy were resolved through direct confrontation until a consensus was reached. A comprehensive pearl growing strategy was employed to enlarge the scope of the review further. We included studies reporting on: (1) original research, (2) focusing on BD, (3) with interventional or observational study designs, (4) written in English. Review papers were consulted with the purpose of analyzing the reported references to retrieve additional records that might have remained otherwise uncovered through the primary search strategy [24]. The Newcastle-Ottawa Quality Assessment Scale (NOQAS) [25] was applied to evaluate the quality of the included papers.
3. Results

Our search strategy led to the identification of two studies reporting on the possible applications of gut microbiota analysis in precision psychiatry for BD. Both have been performed in East Asia and by the same research group. The study characteristics and main findings for the included papers have been extrapolated from the full papers and are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary of the main findings of the included papers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Author, Year</th>
<th>Lai et al., 2022 [28]</th>
<th>Zheng et al., 2020 [29]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study characteristics</td>
<td>- Prospective-cohort study</td>
<td>- Case-control study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Diagnostic criteria and instruments: DSM-IV-TR criteria, MINI</td>
<td>- Diagnostic criteria and instruments: DSM-IV-TR criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Rating scales: HDRS-24, MADRS, YMRS, HAMA</td>
<td>- Rating scales: HDRS, MADRS, YMRS, HAMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Total sample n = 122</td>
<td>- Total sample n = 599 (discovery set n = 462, validation set n = 137)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 62 BD-ABD (HDRS ≥ 14; 11 inpatients, 51 outpatients; BDI = 12, BDII = 45, BDNOS = 5), F = 23/62 (37.1%)</td>
<td>- MDD n = 165, BD n = 217, HC n = 217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 60 HC, F = 31/60 (51.7%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studied variables</td>
<td>- Fecal sample (whole sample) at baseline and after 4 weeks quetiapine monotherapy for all BD patients</td>
<td>- Fecal samples from all participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Baseline rs-fMRI (for a subset of patients)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region of studies</td>
<td>East Asia</td>
<td>East Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main findings</td>
<td>- ↑ alpha microbial diversity described in pre-vs. post-treatment BD, and BD vs. HC.</td>
<td>- ↓ alpha diversity in BD vs. HC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- ↑ microbial diversity in HC and BD responders (≥ 50% score reduction in baseline HDRS) vs. non-responders.</td>
<td>- Beta diversity MDD, BD and HC could be differentiated at the OTU level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Four OTUs were associated with ↑ HDRS.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: ABD, acute bipolar depression; BD, bipolar disorder; BDI, bipolar disorder type 1; BDII, bipolar disorder type 2; BDNOS, bipolar disorder not otherwise specified; F, female gender; HC, healthy controls; HAMA, Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale; HDRS, Hamilton Depression Rating Scale; M, male gender; MADRS, Montgomery–Asberg Depression rating scale; MDD, major depressive disorder; OTU, operational taxonomic units; rs-fMRI, resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging; SD, Standard Deviation; YMRS, Young Mania Rating Scale.

Lai et al. [28] reported on microbiota analysis to discriminate BD responders from non-responders during an acute bipolar depressive episode. They further expanded the scope of their research by recruiting age, sex, and BMI-matched healthy controls (HC) and by comparing the eventually detected differences in microbial composition between pre- and post-treatment, as well as between BD and HC. Exclusion criteria included chronic diseases, recent use of probiotics or antibiotics and pregnancy. They performed a resting state-functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (rs-fMRI) scan on a subsample of untreated BD individuals, but no specific mention of the selection criteria employed to select this group of patients is provided in the paper, limiting the significance of the reported findings. Among BD individuals, seven were new cases whilst the rest had an established BD diagnosis and were experiencing a recurrent episode of depression. All BD patients underwent a 4-week treatment course of quetiapine titrated from 50 mg quaque die to 200–300 mg daily. All recruited individuals also underwent a basal fecal sample at recruitment and at the end of the 4-week follow-up period. A significant difference in the alpha diversity (Shannon, Simpson and Obs) has been reported between post-treatment BD and HC, albeit none was detected between pre-treatment and HC. An increased microbial diversity was also observed among BD patients in post-treatment when compared to pre-treatment. Interestingly, BD responders (≥ 50% score reduction from baseline HDRS) and HC had higher baseline microbial diversity compared with non-responders. A positive correlation was described for baseline abundance of Clostridium barlettii and hippocampal indices among untreated BD patients (n = 15). Zheng et al., 2020 [29] described a case-control study focus-
ing on the analysis of possible microbiota markers able to differentiate major depressive disorder (MDD) patients from BD and HC. The exclusion criteria included the presence of physical or mental health disorders or the use of antibiotics, prebiotics, and probiotics in the preceding month. The study design allowed for the development of a discovery group and a validation group with the declared purpose of verifying the eventual findings in an independent cohort. In the discovery group (n = 425), controls were matched by age and sex to cases, but no matching was performed in the validation group. The resulting model discriminated between the three study groups, with four OTUs belonging mainly to the Lachnospiraceae family associated with a greater degree of symptom burden, as defined according to the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HDRS) score. Alpha diversity (Ace and Chao indices) was decreased in BD compared to HC, but no difference was described between HC and MDD. Beta diversity analysis suggested MDD, BD and HC could be differentiated at the OTU level, with 26 differently expressed OTUs among the analyzed groups. These OTUs belonged for the most part to the Lachnospiraceae (eight OTUs), Pseudomonadaceae (three OTUs), Ruminococcaceae (three OTUs) and Bacteroidaceae (seven OTUs) families. Differences in the relative abundance of microbial composition have also been described between the MDD and BD groups at the phylum level.

Table 2 summarizes the results for the quality assessment of the included studies. One study [28] was judged of good quality, due to the use of a structured interview in the definition of cases, adequate length of follow-up for the analyzed outcomes and selection of HC from the same community as cases. The comparability between study groups was also judged fair for the selection of an adequate matching strategy for controls. The other study [29] was instead judged of poor quality for the absence of a structured instrument for the diagnosis of cases and the impossibility of establishing a clearer link between the reported findings and the included diagnostic categories due to the study design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Author, Year</th>
<th>Selection</th>
<th>Comparability</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Overall Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lai et al., 2022 [28]</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zheng et al., 2020 [29]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Discussion

Precision psychiatry is a promising but still unachieved healthcare model. This delay has been mainly determined by the lack of definitive data on risk stratification and prediction in mental disorders, and BD is not an exception in this regard. It is plausible that the analysis of brain-gut microbiota influence on BD disease trajectories might increase the levels of precision needed to make this construct clinically applicable. Indeed, how the host genetic factors may interact with the gut microbiota may represent an additional layer of complexity to be considered, either in predicting treatment efficacy or the tolerability profile of existing treatments. A recent example derives from rheumatoid arthritis research [30], where the authors report on a significant association for rheumatoid arthritis polygenic risk score, Prevotella spp. and the presence of preclinical rheumatoid arthritis phases. Remarkably, the host genotype was associated with an increased probability of microbiota perturbations that might predate the onset of the disease. A paper [31] reported on the possible association of gut microbiota perturbations with the inflammatory status, tryptophan/kynurenine levels, oxidative stress, and metabolic syndrome using a cross-sectional design. The authors described the association between a relative group difference in genus Faecalibacterium, at the phylum of Actinobacteria and at the family level for Coriobacteriaceae among BD patients as compared with healthy controls. The findings regarding Faecalibacterium were partly in line with a previous report [32] and deserve further replication. Tryptophan levels, inflammation status and anthropometric indices (e.g., body mass index) were instead associated with increases in the relative abundance
in the family of Lactobacillaceae, among the others. These data offer interesting prospects regarding the possible role played by gut microbiota in the complex interplay between lifestyle, metabolism, and mood levels in BD. A largely untapped area of research is the potential bidirectional relationship between oral microbiota derangements and mental health. A cross-sectional study [33] described the association of variations of oral microbiota composition with depressive and anxiety symptoms among adolescents. The study participants have been recruited from the participants of a prior study investigating the efficacy of a mindfulness-based intervention in preventing the onset of depression in at-risk individuals. Intriguingly, the relative abundance of Spirochaetes and its member family Spirochaetaceae was associated with anxiety and depression symptoms, whilst several families and species were associated solely with depressive symptoms. Considering the study design, it was impossible to establish any causal link for the observed associations. However, if replicated in prospective studies, these results would represent a significant turning point in the research for a viable biomarker as oral microbiota could be even more easily probed as compared with intestinal microbiota. A recent meta-analysis [34] reported on the results of 59 case-control studies, finding that microbiota perturbations could be associated with a pro-inflammatory state transdiagnostically. Our systematic review confirms this impression, highlighting the presence of only two studies using gut microbiota analysis for precision approaches. This should lead to an increase in research in this area. Indeed, several lines of evidence suggest a possible bidirectional role for microbiota alterations as a possible environmental factor contributing to BD relapses. Bengesser et al. [35] reported on a cross-sectional study investigating the possible association between microbial alpha diversity and aryl hydrocarbon receptor nuclear translocator-like gene (ARNTL) methylation profiled in BD. Bacterial diversity correlated significantly with ARNTL methylation status and the mood phase of BD, further underscoring the need to explore the possible intricate relationship between the microbiota and how it might affect the host. An intensified synergy between preclinical and clinical research might be helpful in developing more useful cross-species approaches which are instrumental to improving our chances of closing the ever-increasing gap between basic research and clinical applications for neuroscience [36]. For example, a recent study [37] on combined human and clinical models investigated the impact of gut microbiota in regulating the tetratricopeptide repeat and ankyrin repeat containing 1 gene (TRANK1) expression, a gene that has been associated with an increased risk of BD and encoding for a protein secreted mainly by immunocytes. Interestingly, the authors reported that while TRANK1 mRNA expression appears higher in bipolar depression, fecal transplantation from these individuals to mice also resulted in greater expression of TRANK1 mRNA. Despite requiring validation and replication and notwithstanding the significance of these findings, the approach itself may be important in this sense. More recently, it has been increasingly evident how epigenetic changes of bacteria may be significant in determining their virulence. Hopefully, it will be possible in the future to estimate better the eventual impact of microbiota epigenetic changes on host health status [38] and how these modifications may interact with individual predisposition to develop an illness (or in-treatment response) rather than on influencing just the microbiota composition itself.

5. Conclusions

In summary, the available evidence from preclinical and clinical models appears particularly promising for this area of research. However, the current literature is scant. Additional studies are needed to elucidate further the potential that these gut microbiota analyses may hold for predicting disease trajectories and treatment responses for BD patients.
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